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Background and Objectives 
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• One of Ofcom’s key priorities is to ‘Promote effective competition and informed choice’ 
with major work areas aimed at ‘improving the process of switching providers for 
consumers’.  In order for consumers to benefit from competition, they must be able to 
switch between products and services without undue effort, disruption and anxiety. 
 

• Evidence from Ofcom’s Switching Tracker and the Customer Retention and 
Interoperability Research has suggested that significant proportions of Switchers 
experience difficulties when making a switch. 
 

• Ofcom would now like to update and build on their understanding of certain switching 
related issues and in particular, they are keen to understand the impact that awareness 
of (or lack of) ‘end of contract dates/terms’ may have on consumer engagement – 
across the Triple Play, Dual Play, Pay TV (standalone) and Mobile markets. 
 

• This research has explored knowledge of contract end dates across the Triple Play, 
Dual Play, Pay TV (standalone) and Mobile markets, as well as interest in being 
informed of their contract end date and the usefulness of knowing contract end date 
when considering switching 
 



• 2081 adults aged 16+in the UK 
• Quotas set on nation, region, gender, age, and SEG to ensure 

nationally representative of GB population 
Sample 

• Face-to-face in-home interviews 
• Conducted by Lake Market Research 
• Fieldwork from 3rd August to 11th September 2015 

Data collection 

• Data available in electronic tables and SPSS 
• Significance testing performed at the 95% confidence level Data reporting 

Methodology 
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Contents 
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Section Title Contents 

1 Communications 
services and online 
accounts 

Prevalence of bundling and use of online accounts 

2 Contract End Dates; 
current levels of 
awareness 

Awareness of being in a contract, whether this is time limited or not and 
awareness of contract length/end date 

3 Contract End Dates; 
how know/would find 
out contract end date 

Common methods of remembering contract end date, reminding self of 
contract end date or finding out contract end date 

4 Contract End Dates; 
interest in knowing 
more 

How useful consumers would find it to be informed of their contract end 
dates and preferred channels for this 

5 Switching Provider Prevalence of switching provider/considering switching provider.  Action 
take when last contract ended.  Information that would useful when 
considering switching.  Awareness of key contract issues 



Headline Findings 
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• Knowledge of contract end dates is low in Dual Play, Triple Pay and Pay TV service 
categories 
– Recent switchers are more aware of contract end date 

 
• Consumers in all service categories welcome the idea of their provider informing them of their 

contract end date 
– Overall a stand-alone communication is preferred to something included in their bill 
– Under 35s prefer email or text to a written communication 

 
• Salience of contract end dates greater when considering switching provider 

– Considerers are more likely to have tried to find out their contract end date 
– Considerers are more likely to find idea of their provider informing them of their contract end date useful 
– Contract end date spontaneously mentioned as useful to know when considering switching provider 
 

• Consumers behave differently in Mobile 
– More aware of being in a contract and when this ends 
– More likely to have taken some action the last time their mobile contract ended, most commonly 

contacting their provider and negotiating a new deal/contract 
– Possible that prospect of new handset provides imperative for higher levels of engagement? 



Communications services, providers and 
online accounts 

Section 1 
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Demographic profile 
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A2, A3, A4, A5, A6 
Base: Total sample (n=2081) 

Our sample is nationally representative of decision makers on communications 
products and services 

Gender 

47% 
Male 

53% 
Female 

11% 

16% 

18% 

19% 

16% 

19% 

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

Age 

Working Status 

57% 

43% 

39% 
14% 

4% 

22% 
7% 
5% 
5% 
4% 

WORKING
Full time
Part time

Self-employed

NOT WORKING
Retired

Housewife/husband
Student

Unemployed
Disabled/Unable to work

SEG classification 

A 
5% B 

18% 

C1 
28% 

C2 
22% 

D 
13% 

E 
15% 

Region 

6% 

13% 
5% 

4% 

10% 

7% 

6% 

9% 

9% 

11% 

13% 

8% 

North East

North West

Yorkshire/Humber

East Midlands

West Midlands

East

London

South East

South West

England  77% 

Scotland 

N. Ireland 

Wales 



Communication services used 
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A1a. Which of the following services do you/your household use?  B2. Do you receive any of these services as a bundle or package from the same supplier?  
B3. What services do you receive as a bundle or package from the same supplier?  Base: Total sample (n=2081) 
B1. Which of these best describes the main mobile phone package you personally use and pay for?  Base: All mobile phone users (n=1913) 

Penetration of all four services is high and bundling is common; 69% of people 
have bundled services. 

Services used in household Bundling of services 

92% 
Personal 

mobile phone 

84% 
Fixed line 

phone 

82% 
Fixed line 
broadband 

63% 
Pay TV 
service 

 72% Monthly contract 
 21% PAYG 
 7%  SIM only 

Quad Play + + + 

Triple Play + + 

Dual Play + 

Dual Play + 
Other bundles 

Multiple services, different 
providers 

One service only 7% 

24% 

3% 
4% 

26% 

33% 

3% 



Internet use for account management 
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Q17a/b. Which of the following do you have access to, and log on/use regularly?  Q18. How do you prefer to manage your home accounts/ finances? 
Base: Total sample (n=2081) 

Most make some use of online accounts; around 1 in 5 make regular use of an 
online account with a communications provider 

Use of  
online accounts 

80% 

61% 

44% 

43% 

38% 

30% 

15% 

76% 

51% 

28% 

22% 

21% 

20% 

18% 

Personal email account 

Online bank account 

Online retail account 

Online account with a 
communications provider 

Online account with a 
utility provider 

Online credit card 
account 

None of these 

Have access to

Use regularly

Management of  
home accounts/finances 

27% 

12% 

17% 

14% 

29% 

All online, where 
possible, prefer to be 
paperless 

Some online, moving 
towards being 
paperless 

Some online, but still 
like to receive paper 
copy 

Online and traditional, 
depending on provider 
type 

None online 



Contract End Dates: current levels of 
awareness 

Section 2 
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In/out of contract with service provider 
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C2. How long was your latest / current contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV] from [provider] when you first took it out?  C4. How much longer do you have left 
on your latest/current contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV] from [provider] – that is, when does your current contract run out? 
Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 

Many consumers in Dual Play, Triple Play and Pay TV are either unaware of being in a 
contract or have no idea when their contract ends/if it’s ended. Consumers are more aware 
around mobile contracts. 

69% 

35% 
27% 23% 

5% 

10% 
13% 

8% 

21% 

40% 41% 
45% 

4% 
16% 19% 24% 

Never had a contract / 
don’t know if had a 
contract 

In a contract - don't 
know when ends/ if it's 
ended 

Out of contract/ rolling 
one month contract 

In a contract and know 
how much longer it has 
to run 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 

Aware in a contract 96% 84% 81% 76% 

Switchers more likely to 
know they are in a contract 

and know the end date: 
Mobile switchers - 77% Landline switchers - 68% 

Broadband switchers - 67% 
Landline switchers - 68% 

Broadband switchers - 66% Pay TV switchers - 52% 



In/out of contract with service provider 

11 

 
C2. How long was your latest / current contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV] from [provider] when you first took it out?  C4. How much longer do you have left 
on your latest/current contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV] from [provider] – that is, when does your current contract run out? 
Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 

21% 
8% 5% 3% 

20% 

12% 11% 10% 

28% 

15% 
10% 11% 

5% 

10% 
13% 

8% 

21% 

40% 41% 
45% 

4% 
16% 19% 24% 

Never had a contract / don’t 
know if had a contract 

In a contract - don't know 
when ends/ if it's ended 

Out of contract/ rolling one 
month contract 

Contract ends in 6 months 
or less 

Contract ends in 7 to 12 
months 

Contract ends in a year or 
more 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 

Gender Contract of 6mths or less: 
Men 31%, Women 25% 

Out of contract/ rolling one month contract: 
Men 14%, Women 10% 

Age In a contract – don’t know end 
date: <55 17%, 55+ 32% 

Never had a contract: <55 15%, 55+ 21% 
In a contract – don’t know end date:  
16-34 43%, 35-54 36%, 55+ 45% 

Never had a contract: <55 22%, 55+ 31% 
In a contract – don’t know end date:  
16-34 34%, 35-54 46%, 55+ 51% 

SEG In a contract – don’t know end 
date: ABC 19%, DE 29%  

In a contract – don’t know end date: 
 AB 38%, DE 44% 

Out of contract/ rolling one month contract:  
AB 17%, C1C2DE 10% 

Never had a contract: AB 15%, C1C2 
25%, DE 33% 

In a contract – don’t know end date:  
AB 53%, C1C2 44%, DE 39% 

Significant  differences by... 

Many consumers in Dual Play, Triple Play and Pay TV are either unaware of being in a 
contract or have no idea when their contract ends/if it’s ended. Consumers are more aware 
around mobile contracts. 



In/out of contract with service provider 

12 

 
C2. How long was your latest / current contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV] from [provider] when you first took it out?  C4. How much longer do you have left 
on your latest/current contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV] from [provider] – that is, when does your current contract run out? C3. Which of the following best 
describes your awareness of when your latest/current contract ends for your [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV]? 
Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 

Few customers in Dual, Triple and Pay TV know even which month their contract ends. 
Consumers are more aware around mobile contracts. 

24% 
11% 8% 10% 

29% 

12% 
11% 8% 

11% 

6% 
4% 4% 

5% 

5% 
4% 2% 

5% 

10% 
13% 

8% 

21% 

40% 
41% 

45% 

4% 
16% 19% 24% 

Never had a contract/ don’t 
know if had a contract 

In a contract - don't know 
when ends/ if it's ended 

Out of contract/ rolling one 
month contract 

In a contract - little idea of 
end date 

In a contract - some idea of 
contract end date (within a 
mth or two) 
In a contract - know end date 
roughly (which month) 

In a contract - know end date 
exactly (date and month) 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 



4% 5% 8% 9% 
17% 

33% 
36% 35% 17% 

13% 10% 5% 

49% 
15% 11% 12% 

5% 

7% 9% 14% 

8% 
27% 27% 24% 

Don't know how long 
contract is for  

3+ years 

2 years 

18 months 

12 months 

1 month rolling 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 

% of total aware of 
having a contract 
with a time limit 89% 73% 70% 59% 

Original length of contract 
(among those who know they are in a contract with a time limit) 
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C2. How long was your latest / current contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV] from [provider] when you first took it out?  
Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439); All who know they are in a contract with a time limit by Service Category (n=1295/462/486/257) 

Around 1/4 consumers across Dual, Triple and PayTV don’t know/recall how long contract 
was for when they first took it out. Again consumers are clearer around mobile contracts 

Non-Switchers/Considerers more likely to not know contract length 
Landline 28% vs. 18%, Broadband 29% vs. 20%, Pay TV 25% vs. 16% 

% Know original 
contract length 92% 73% 73% 76% 



Awareness of end date for current contract 
(among those who know they are in a contract with a time limit) 
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C3. Which of the following best describes your awareness of when your latest/current contract ends for your [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV]? 
Base: All who know they are in a contract with a time limit by Service Category (n=1295/462/486/257) 

More than 2/5 consumers across Dual, Triple and Pay TV have very little/no idea 
of their contract end date. Awareness higher in mobile. 

30% 
20% 20% 25% 

35% 

21% 21% 17% 

15% 

13% 12% 14% 

20% 

47% 48% 44% 

Very little/no idea 

Have some idea 
(within a mth or two) 

Know roughly 
(which month) 

Know exactly 
(date and month) 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 

Non-Switchers/Considerers more likely to have very little/no idea when contract ends 
Mobile 22% vs. 12%, Landline 52% vs. 31%, Broadband 52% vs. 32%, Pay TV 48% vs. 20% 



Length of time left on current contract 
(among those who know they are in a contract with a time limit) 
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C4. How much longer do you have left on your latest/current contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV]  from [provider] – that is, when does your current contract 
run out?   Base: All who know they are in a contract with a time limit by Service Category (n=1295/462/486/257) 

Over 1/3 consumers across Dual, Triple and Pay TV are unsure how much longer they have 
on their latest contract.  The majority know how much longer they have left on their mobile 
contract. 

6% 
14% 19% 13% 2% 
3% 

6% 
7% 

31% 
20% 

15% 
18% 

23% 
17% 16% 17% 

23% 

11% 7% 5% 

15% 

36% 37% 40% 

Not sure 

A year or more 

7 to 12 months 

6 months or less 

No specific time limit 

Now ‘out of contract’ 

Considerers more likely to be out of contract or have 6 months or less outstanding 
Mobile phone S - 31%, C - 60% ; Landline S - 30%, C - 47%, Broadband S - 32%, C - 43% 

 

Non-Switchers/Considerers more likely to be unsure of remaining time left 
Mobile 17% vs. 9%, Landline 40% vs. 22%, Broadband 41% vs. 22%, Pay TV 44% vs. 13% 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 



Key findings; Contract End Dates; current levels of awareness  
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• The majority are aware of having a contract 
• Around 1/4 know they are in a contract but are unsure of their contract end date 
• Many are aware they are in a contract with a time limit but: 

– Around 1/4 do not know how long the original contract was for 
– More than 2/4 say they have very little/no idea of when contract ends 
– Around 1/3 are not sure how much longer the contract has to run 

 
 
 
 

Dual, Triple and Pay TV 

• Almost all are aware of having a contract 
• 14% know they are in a contract but are unsure of their contract end date 
• Majority are aware they are in a contract with a time limit and: 

– Almost all know how long the original contract was for 
– Around 1/5 have very little/no idea of when contract ends 
– Most know how much longer the contract has to run 

 
 
 
 

Mobile 

Many in Dual, Triple and Pay TV service categories currently unclear about when their 
contracts ends.  Consumers more informed in Mobile category 



Contract End Dates: how know/would find 
out contract end date 

Section 3 
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How do you remember / remind yourself when your contract 
comes to an end? 
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C3. Which of the following best describes your awareness of when your latest/current contract ends? Base: All with a contract by Service Category (n=1295/462/486/257) 
C7b. How do you do you remember/ remind yourself when your contract comes to an end?  Base: All knowing exact end date of contract (n=356/77/64/51) 

Amongst those who know when their contract ends, remembering from when they took it out 
and/or keeping a note are common methods of reminder.  Checking their online account is 
also used by some. 

31% 

16% 

11% 

11% 

15% 

9% 

3% 

2% 

1% 

3% 

6% 

1.0 

Remember from when I took 
out the contract 

Check online account 

Refer back to original 
contract 

Reminder on phone/ 
in electronic diary 

Note on calendar/in diary 

Contact provider 
(phone/email/text/web) 

Provider notifies me 

Via an app 

Go into the store 

Other 

None of the above 

MEAN NO. OF MENTIONS 

23% 

13% 

13% 

12% 

22% 

5% 

5% 

0% 

0% 

4% 

6% 

1.0 

20% 

20% 

6% 

9% 

25% 

6% 

2% 

0% 

0% 

2% 

13% 

0.9 

27% 

18% 

18% 

10% 

10% 

10% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

2% 

10% 

0.9 

Non-Switchers/Considerers less likely to refer back to contract for Mobile 9% vs. 17%, 
less likely to remember for Landline 18% vs. 33% and Broadband 18% vs. 30% 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 

% of those who know 
in contract and who 
know exact end date 30% 20% 20% 25% 



How do you know you’re out of contract? 
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C4. How much longer do you have left on your latest/current contract? Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 
C7a. How do you know you’re out of contract?  Base: All out of contract/on rolling one month contract by Service Category (n=73/63/92/33)  

Amongst those aware of being out of contract, remembering from when took out the 
contract is most common method of reminder.  Consumers are more active around making 
themselves aware of contract end date for mobile. 

27% 

11% 

11% 

10% 

8% 

7% 

4% 

0% 

1% 

22% 

0.8 

Remembered from when I took 
out the contract 

Checked online account 

Referred back to original 
contract 

Reminder on phone/ 
in electronic diary 

Provider contacted me 
(phone/text/in bill) 

Note on calendar/in diary 

Contacted provider 
(phone/email/text/web) 

Been with provider a long time 

Other 

None of the above 

MEAN NO. OF MENTIONS 

41% 

10% 

8% 

2% 

3% 

3% 

14% 

2% 

2% 

21% 

0.8 

38% 

9% 

8% 

0% 

1% 

2% 

10% 

5% 

4% 

24% 

0.8 

39% 

9% 

12% 

0% 

6% 

0% 

12% 

0% 

3% 

18% 

0.8 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 
% who are now 

‘out of contract’/on 
rolling one month 

contract 5% 10% 13% 8% 



How would you find out when your contract comes to an end? 
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C3. Which of the following best describes your awareness of when your latest/current contract ends? Base: All with a contract by Service Category (n=1295/462/486/257) 
C7c. How would you go about finding out when your contract comes to an end? Base: All not knowing exact end date of contract (n=866/322/330/173) 

Calling the provider is by far the most common method by which those who were 
unaware of their contract end date would find out the end date 

60% 

16% 

10% 

6% 

4% 

5% 

0% 

1% 

1% 

3% 

1.0 

Call provider 

Access online account 

Refer back to original 
contract 

Text provider 

Email provider/ send 
message via website 

Go into the store 

Provider would contact me 
(phone/text/letter) 

Via an app 

Other 

None of the above 

MEAN NO. OF MENTIONS 

67% 

10% 

12% 

3% 

8% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

2% 

6% 

1.0 

69% 

12% 

8% 

4% 

6% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

2% 

5% 

1.0 

69% 

5% 

8% 

3% 

8% 

0% 

2% 

0% 

2% 

9% 

1.0 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 
% of those who 

know in contract 
and who are 

unsure of exact 
end date 70% 80% 80% 75% 

Non-Switchers/Considerers more likely to call provider for Mobile 62% vs. 51%, 
less likely to access online account for Landline 9% vs. 18% and for Broadband 9% vs. 16% 



Ever tried to find out contract end date? 
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C9. Have you ever tried to find out the specific date that your contract ends?  Base: All respondents (n=1452/634/693/439) 
C10. Overall, how easy or difficult was it to find this information?  Base: All trying to find end date (n=292/56/58/33)  
C11. And what did you find difficult?  Base: All having difficulties finding end date (n=41) 

Outside of mobile, few had tried to find contract end date. Some of those who did 
experienced difficulties and/or were unable to find the date 

9% 7% 7% 7% 

69% 82% 84% 82% 

20% 9% 8% 8% 
Have tried 

Never tried,  
already knew 

Never tried 

Among those who tried…. 
 % Not able to find 
 the date 14% 21% 17% 15% 

 % Found the process 
 difficult 7% 13% 16% 12% 

 Key issues causing 
 difficulties… 

Length of time on hold 
Unhelpful call advisor 
Not able to find info on online account 
Automated phone menu system 

Considerers are more likely to have tried to find out their contract end date than Switchers or Non-Switchers/Considerers 
Mobile - Non-S/C 19%, S 15%, C 35% ; Landline - Non-S/C 8%, S 10%, C 24%  

Broadband - Non-S/C 8%, S 11%, C 21% ; Pay TV - Non-S/C 7%, S  3%, C 19% 

No sig diff in success rate finding the end 
date, but Mobile phone Considerers more 
likely to have difficulties S - 3%, C - 19% 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 



Satisfaction with channels used to remember/remind self of 
contract end date among those who know they are in a contract 
and know the exact end date (all Service Categories combined) 
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C8. And how satisfied are you with this method of obtaining information/ reminding yourself on your contract details/end date? 
Base: All who know they are in a contract with a time limit, all Service Categories combined, by contact method (n=160/93/90/63/61/44/40) 

Those who contact provider to remind themselves of contract end date least 
satisfied with their method of reminder 

6% 4% 3% 5% 9% 18% 3% 2% 2% 6% 2% 
2% 

10% 

24% 23% 23% 24% 23% 39% 
18% 

68% 71% 71% 65% 75% 50% 
50% 

Remember from 
when I took out 

the contract 

Note on 
calendar/ 
in diary 

Check 
online 

account 

Refer back 
to original 
contract 

Reminder on 
phone/ in 

electronic diary 
Contact my  

provider 
None of 
 these 

% Satisfied 92% 94% 94% 89% 98% 89% 68% 

Very satisfied 

Fairly satisfied 

Neither/nor 
Dissatisfied 

Channels used to remember/remind self of contract end date (Q7b) 



9% 3% 13% 6% 5% 9% 
26% 4% 3% 

5% 4% 4% 5% 
2% 

37% 25% 34% 29% 
46% 

28% 26% 

49% 68% 49% 60% 
45% 

56% 
38% 

23 

  
C8. And how satisfied are you with this method of obtaining information/ reminding yourself on your contract details/end date? 
Base: All who know they are in a contract with a time limit, all Service Categories combined, by contact method (n=1099/221/167/100/80/43/82) 

Those who would use online channels to find contract end date more satisfied with thought 
of that method than those who would call provider or refer back to original contract 

Call 
provider 

Access 
online 

account 

Refer back 
to original 
contract 

Email provider/ 
send message 

via website 
Text 

provider 
Go into  

the store 
None of 
these 

% Satisfied 87% 93% 83% 89% 91% 84% 63% 

Channels would use to find out end date (Q7c) 

Very satisfied 

Fairly satisfied 

Neither/nor 
Dissatisfied 

Satisfaction with channels would use to find out contract end 
date among those who know they are in a contract and are 
unsure of the exact end date (all Service Categories combined) 



Key findings; Contract End Dates; how know/would find out contract end date 
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• Looking across all service categories, knowing their contract end date have remembered this from when 
they took the contract out is common 

• Having a note in calendar/diary also common in Dual and Triple Play 
• Some use of online accounts as method of reminder, most commonly in Triple Play and Pay TV  
• Those who knew they were out of contract most commonly had remembered from when they took the 

contract out 
• The majority of those who were unaware of their contract end date thought they would call their provider 

to obtain this information if they needed it 
– Around one in ten thought they would access their online account, across all service categories 

• Some had tried to find out their contract end date; around 1 in 10 across Dual, Triple and Pay TV; 1 in 5 
in Mobile 
– Some had experienced difficulties/and or been unable to obtain the date 

 
 
 
 

Many consumers relying on their memory to know when their contract ends.  Although some 
use of calendars/diaries and online accounts as reminder tool.  



Contract End Dates: interest in being more 
aware 

Section 4 

25 



26 

  
C5. Were you told the date your contract would end when you took the contract out/ last renewed?   C6. On a scale of 1-10 where 10 is extremely useful and 1 is not at all 
useful, please can you tell me how useful was it/would it be to be told the exact date that your contract would end when you took the contract out?    
Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 

Most of those who were informed of their contract end date felt it was at least 
quite useful to have been informed. 

54% 
35% 34% 26% 

20% 
27% 29% 38% 

26% 38% 37% 37% Don’t remember 

No 

Yes 

44% 35% 41% 34% 

32% 
34% 33% 31% 

16% 21% 18% 19% 
6% 6% 7% 9% Not at all useful (1 - 2) 

Not very useful (3 - 5) 

Quite useful (6 - 8) 

Very useful (9 - 10) 

Whether informed of end date when taking out contract 

How useful was/would it be to be informed of end date when taking out contract 

Switchers for some services more likely to have been informed of end date: LL S 53%, C 38% ; BB S 54%, C 42%   
Non-Switchers/Considerers more likely to not remember: Mob 28% vs. 18%, LL 39% vs. 27%, BB 40% vs. 26%, Pay TV 38% vs. 23% 

Considers for some services more likely to highly value being informed of end date: LL S 40%, C 56% ; BB S 38%, C 54% 
Non-Switchers/Considerers less likely to highly value being informed: LL 36% vs. 48%, BB 36% vs. 46%, Pay TV 33% vs. 42% 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 
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Q19. In the insurance market, providers notify you a month or so before your policy ends.  How useful do you find those notifications? 
Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 

Almost all consumers find the end of policy notifications sent out by insurance 
companies at least quite useful and over half find them very useful 

61% 59% 58% 55% 

30% 29% 32% 
29% 

3% 4% 3% 
3% 

1% 2% 2% 
3% 

6% 6% 5% 9% 
Don't know 

Not at all useful 

Not very useful 

Quite useful 

Very useful 

Usefulness of insurance end date notifications 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 

Non-Switchers/Considerers less likely to find these notifications very useful 
Mobile 59% vs. 66%, Landline 56% vs. 67%, Broadband 58% vs. 68%, Pay TV 55% vs. 64% 



Preferred methods of finding contract end date 
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C14a. How would you prefer to find out about the date your contract ends?  C14b. And please mention two other ways, if applicable, that you would be happy with finding out 
about the date your contract ends?   Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 

The majority welcome the idea of being told when their contract end date is. Overall the 
idea of a stand alone communication is preferred to receiving the information with a bill. 

84% 

60% 

46% 

27% 

37% 

23% 

18% 

59% 

33% 

16% 

10% 

20% 

11% 

9% 

5% 

STAND ALONE 
COMMUNICATION  

.. text 

.. email 

.. letter 

WITH MY BILL 

.. online 

.. paper 

Don’t want/need to know 

77% 

29% 

51% 

41% 

48% 

24% 

28% 

50% 

6% 

27% 

17% 

28% 

12% 

16% 

9% 

80% 

34% 

49% 

41% 

45% 

24% 

26% 

51% 

11% 

22% 

17% 

27% 

11% 

16% 

10% 

68% 

30% 

36% 

34% 

43% 

21% 

27% 

47% 

10% 

19% 

18% 

28% 

11% 

17% 

13% 

First preference All preferences 
No significant differences in preferred method  

by Switchers vs. Considerers  

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 



Preferred methods of finding contract end date – by age 
(Top 3 ‘First preferences’) 
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C14a. How would you prefer to find out about the date your contract ends?  
Base: All respondents by Service Category by age group (n=462/596/394, 333/561/491, 121/176/142) 

Over 55s are happier with receiving notification by stand alone letter or along 
with their paper bill. Under 35s prefer online methods of communication 

Mobile phones Dual/Triple/Quad Play Pay TV 

Aged 16 – 34 
Text message 39% 
Email 16% 
With online bill 14% 

Email  27% 
Letter 16% 
Text message 13% 

Email  26% 
Letter 18% 
With online bill 16% 

Aged 35 – 54 
Text message 33% 
Email 19% 
With online bill 11% 

Email 27% 
With paper bill 15% 
With online bill 14% 

Email 20% 
Letter  14% 
Text message 14% 

Aged 55+ 
Text message 26% 
Letter 15% 
With paper bill 15% 

Letter 23% 
With paper bill 20% 
Email 20% 

With paper bill 33% 
Letter 22% 
Email 11% 



Key findings; Contract End Dates; interest in being more aware 
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• Most of those who were informed of their contract end date felt it was at least quite useful to have been 
informed. 

• Almost all consumers find the end of policy notifications sent out by insurance companies at least quite 
useful and over half find them very useful 

• The majority welcome the idea of being told when their contract end date is. Overall the idea of a stand 
alone communication is preferred to receiving the information with a bill. 

 
 
 
 

Consumers welcome the idea of knowing when their contract end date is 



Switching Provider 

Section 5 
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Length of time with current service provider 
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C1. How long have you been with [provider] for your [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV]? 
Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 

Across all services over half have been with their current provider more than 
four years; long tenure especially prevalent in Triple Play and Pay TV.  

12% 14% 9% 10% 

14% 10% 
8% 9% 

17% 18% 
18% 12% 

17% 12% 
18% 

14% 

15% 
16% 18% 

16% 

21% 25% 23% 
28% 

4% 4% 6% 11% 
Don’t know 

More than 10 years 

More than 6 years, 
up to 10 years 

More than 4 years, 
up to 6 years 

More than 2 years, 
up to 4 years 

More than 1 year, 
up to 2 years 

12 months or less 

Not surprisingly, Switchers have shorter tenure with their current provider than  
Considerers or Non-Switchers/Considerers  

53% 53% 
59% 

58% 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 

Median (years) 4.6 4.9 5.3 6.0 



Past switching behaviour 
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B6. For each service you use, which of the following best describes the extent to which you’ve changed the company that provides the different services? Please note – this 
includes changing from one provider for your whole service to using two providers, or vice versa (moving from two or three different providers to one provider for all your 
services)     Base: All using each service (n=1507/1741/1710/1310) 

Recent switching is more prevalent in mobile phone market, but majority across 
all markets have neither considered switching nor switched in last 18 months 

77% 84% 81% 86% 

5% 3% 4% 3% 
5% 4% 4% 3% 
6% 3% 4% 3% 

8% 
6% 8% 5% 

Switched provider
in last 12 months

Switched provider
in last 12-18 months

Currently considering
changing provider

Considered changing
in last 12 months

Haven't switched in last
18 mths or considered it

Mobile phone 
network 

Fixed line 
 phone 

Fixed line 
broadband 

Pay TV 
service 

% Switchers 14% 10% 11% 7% 

% Considerers 9% 7% 8% 7% 



Action taken when last contract came to an end 
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C12. What did you do the last time your contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV] from [provider] came to an end? 
Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 

A sizeable minority across Dual, Triple and PayTV were unsure about what action they took 
when their contract ended as they didn’t know when their contract ended.  Around 1 in 3 
had taken some action. Consumers more active in mobile. 

20% 

40% 

13% 

10% 

7% 

5% 

2% 

Did nothing - happy with 
existing arrangements 

Contacted my provider - 
negotiated a new deal/contract 

Switched my provider 

Provider contacted me - I 
negotiated a new deal/contract 

Looked at different offers etc, 
but didn't switch provider 

Did nothing - forgot / no time / 
too much hassle 

Not sure - don’t know when 
contract ends/ended 

36% 

14% 

11% 

8% 

12% 

18% 

36% 

16% 

10% 

5% 

10% 

21% 

40% 

13% 

5% 

6% 

9% 

24% 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 

% taking any action when 
last contract ended 73% 34% 32% 26% 



Timeframe for starting to explore options when last contract 
came to an end 
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C13. And at what point did you actively start exploring options, looking at alternatives, or speaking to your current provider?  
Base: All taking some action when contract last came to an end by Service Category (n=1066/218/222/116) 

Those who took some action were most likely to start exploring their options at least a 
month before.  However around 1/4 took action when or after the contract ended. 

23% 28% 23% 21% 

31% 24% 
24% 24% 

15% 
9% 

11% 11% 

9% 
10% 13% 13% 

11% 
13% 14% 12% 

12% 16% 17% 19% 
Don’t know 

After 
contract ended 

As soon as 
contract ended 

A week or two before 
contract ended 

A month before 
contract ended 

A few months before 
contract ended 

Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 

% taking any action 
when contract last 
came to an end 73% 34% 32% 26% 

Non-Switchers/Considerers more likely to not know/remember timeframe for exploring options 
Mobile 13% vs. 8%, Landline 19% vs. 10%, Broadband 20% vs. 10% 



Useful information to know when considering switching 
provider - All recent Switchers and Considerers of each service 
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C15a. What information, if any, did you, or would you have found useful to know at the time you were considering changing [service] from [provider]?   C15b. And which of the 
following information did you, or would you have found useful to know? Base: All recent Switchers and Considerers for each service (n=346/286/323/186) 

Contract end date commonly mentioned spontaneously by consumers as useful 
to know when considering switching 

47% 

46% 

36% 

35% 

53% 

39% 

22% 

29% 

22% 

19% 

18% 

27% 

13% 

8% 

20% 

22% 

Contract end date 
Reassurance of no loss of 
 service during switching 

How to switch providers 

Length of time to switch 

What to do about keeping my: 

Number 

Contacts 

Apps 

Email address 

Recorded films/ programmes 

Other 

No info required 

Spontaneous 
Prompted 

Mobile phone 
 network 

Fixed line 
 phone 

Fixed line  
broadband 

Pay TV 
service 

40% 

43% 

34% 

39% 

20% 

18% 

14% 

16% 

18% 

40% 

42% 

45% 

37% 

43% 

24% 

27% 

24% 

20% 

25% 

11% 

17% 

30% 

41% 

48% 

41% 

38% 

27% 

27% 

31% 

20% 

18% 

13% 

15% 

25% 

Cost/tariff/plans  9% 
Deals/offers/packages  4% 

Network coverage/signal  4% 
Cost/tariff/plans  8% 

Deals/offers/packages  2% 

Speed  8% 
Cost/tariff/plans  6% 

Deals/offers/packages  2% 



Awareness of contractual issues 

  
 
C16. Thinking about the options available as you near the end of your contract for [mobile phone/bundle of services/Pay TV] from [provider], which of the following are you 
aware of and which were you not aware of before today?     Base: All respondents by Service Category (n=1452/634/693/439) 

Lowest awareness of need to give 30 days notice even if out of contract. 
Awareness of other contract issues higher although around 1 in 10 unaware 
across all issues. 

93% 

91% 

89% 

87% 

81% 

69% 

Once your contract ends you are free 
to switch to a different package / deal 

with your current provider 

Once your contract ends you are free 
to switch to another provider without 

paying any additional charges 

If you change provider before your 
contract ends, you may need to pay a 
charge to your previous provider (an 

early termination charge) 

If you switch phone provider you can 
keep your mobile number / fixed line 
phone number (if staying at the same 

address) 

At the end of your minimum contract 
period, you could drop down onto a 

cheaper tariff with your existing 
provider 

Even once your contract ends you 
need to give 30 days notice if you 

wish to leave your provider 

89% 

88% 

85% 

83% 

65% 

89% 

89% 

87% 

85% 

75% 

87% 

85% 

82% 

69% 

Very few sig diffs between 
Switchers and Considerers 

Early termination charge:  
Mobile Non-S/C 88%,  

S 90%, C 97% 

30 days notice:  
Landline Non-S/C 71%, S 72%, C 60% ;   

Broadband Non-S/C 71%, S 70%, C 58% 
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Mobile phones Dual Play Triple Play Pay TV 



Key findings; Switching Provider 
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• Long tenure prevalent across all service categories; over half had been with current provider over four 
years and around 1 in 4 for more than 10 years 

• Recent switching is more prevalent in mobile phone market, but majority across all markets have 
neither considered switching nor switched in last 18 months 

• Around 1 in 3 in Dual, Triple and PayTV had taken some action when their last contract ended. 
– However minority were unsure about what action they took as they didn’t know when their contract ended.  

• Consumers are more active in mobile market; 3/4 had taken some action and tiny proportion cited 
taking no action as didn’t know contract end date 

• Across all service categories, those who took some action when their contract came to an end were 
most likely to start exploring their options at least a month before.  However around one quarter took 
action when or after the contract ended 

• Contract end date mentioned spontaneously as useful to know when considering switching 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Switching 

Lack of awareness of contract end date does seem to drive lack of action in Dual, Triple and 
Pay TV service categories, at least to a degree  
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